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Sherlock Holmes is a fictional detective of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, who first appeared
in publication in 1887. He is the creation of Scottish born author and physician Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. A brilliant London-based detective, Holmes is famous for his intellectual prowess, and is
renowned for his skillful use of deductive reasoning (somewhat mistakenly - see inductive
reasoning) and astute observation to solve difficult cases. He is arguably the most famous fictional
detective ever created, and is one of the best known and most universally recognizable literary
characters in any genre.Conan Doyle wrote four novels and fifty-six short stories that featured
Holmes. All but four stories were narrated by Holmes' friend and biographer, Dr. John H. Watson,
two having been narrated by Holmes himself, and two others written in the third person. The first
two stories, short novels, appeared in Beeton's Christmas Annual for 1887 and Lippincott's Monthly
Magazine in 1890. The character grew tremendously in popularity with the beginning of the first
series of short stories in The Strand Magazine in 1891; further series of short stories and two
serialized novels appeared almost right up to Conan Doyle's death in 1930. The stories cover a
period from around 1878 up to 1903, with a final case in 1914.in this collection you will find:â€¢A
STUDY IN SCARLETâ€¢The Sign of the Fourâ€¢THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLESâ€¢The
Valley Of Fearâ€¢MEMOIRS OF SHERLOCK HOLMESâ€¢THE RETURN OF SHERLOCK
HOLMESâ€¢A Collection of Holmes Adventuresâ€¢The Casebook of Sherlock Holmesâ€¢THE
ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES++Arthur Conan Doyle-Biography link for further reading
All in one elegantly formatted Book for ease of use and enjoyment on your Kindle device enjoy.
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This is a beautiful, well constructed, and finely printed volume of the collected works of Sherlock
Holmes. These are my impressions of the book (mostly good!):THE PROS:* It is a hardcover book
with a cloth cover. It has an elegant houndstooth pattern and simple cover design (as shown in the
picture). It also comes with a yellow ribbon bookmark and a slipcase for storage. Overall I think it's a
really attractive book that would certainly catch my eye on the shelf. It's one of those book designs
that makes you want to read it.* The binding is cloth and seems to be very durable. Cloth bindings
are, of course, commonly used on big books, such as bibles and dictionaries, that are large and
heavy and need to last a long time. I think that's the goal with this volume as well.* The book itself is
quite large: approximately 10 inches tall, 7 inches wide, and nearly 3 inches thick. It's also fairly
heavy owing to its thinnish pages. In my opinion, these attributes qualify as good things. The entire
collected works are here in one volume, which I can keep in a single place on my bookshelf, and
use as a single volume when I want to take the book on a trip or read the stories to my children. But
I see that this is a matter of preference (see my "cons" section below).* The text is printed on the
small side, but I think it falls easily within the readable category (not always to be expected from a
single volume edition of Sherlock!). See my photo for a better look.* The paper is nice, in my
opinion. It's not quite as thin or glossy as bible pages, but it's on the thin side. Any thicker and it
could never fit into a single volume.* The price is right.
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